Perspective

Those who do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it
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Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) for aortic valve stenosis has rapidly progressed from its initial application in the inoperable or high-risk patients to those determined to be intermediate and low risk. It is our concern this has occurred without adequate knowledge or examination of the long-term durability of TAVR valves and the impact on subsequent aortic valve surgery, should it be required. In this editorial, we provide insight and reflect upon lessons learned from past surgical techniques and their subsequent abandonment.
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As I sit down to write this short-invited commentary on the future of transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR), the quote from George Santayana comes to mind time and again. While many may view this as being unfavorable towards an evolving technology or as the reflections of someone who does not want to move into the future, it is sincerely far from that. I have been an active part of these developments for the last several years and have strongly supported the addition of novel products and techniques that advance our field and make our patients’ lives better. However, we should take a moment to reflect on our past, the lessons learned and contemplate how we can prevent the same mistakes from occurring once again.

TAVR has been an absolute godsend for patients that were inoperable or deemed high risk for open heart surgery. For this initial cohort of patients included in the original PARTNER trial (1), TAVR was a very good solution and continues to be one. While the benefits of TAVR are well established in these patients, we would have done ourselves a great deal of benefit by deciding against using a non-inferiority model in the intermediate risk arm of the trial (2), as the ability to show superiority would have had more of an impact. We have already realized the disadvantages of leaving more than mild aortic valve regurgitation post TAVR (3), emphasizing the need to thoroughly evaluate our results.

More importantly, the intermediate risk patients have not yet reached long term follow up, therefore, the longevity of the valve in this and ultimately in the low risk cohort is currently unknown. We have aggressively extended this technology to these patients without fully understanding the future consequences, and I wonder what difficulty we will encounter if it becomes necessary to remove these prostheses in the future when circumstances will not allow for a valve in valve procedure. Will these prostheses become so embedded into the left ventricular outflow tract and the wall of the aortic sinuses that a complex aortic root procedure would be required?

Two similar instances from the cardiac surgical past come to mind; the first is the use of the stentless porcine valve as an aortic valve bioprosthesis. There was a period in the late 1990’s when stentless aortic valve prostheses became widely utilized, with several papers reporting the benefits of lower gradients along with reduction of LV hypertrophy and reverse remodeling contributing to their popularity (4-8). Surgeons began to realize however, that when a reoperation was necessary, the explantation of a stentless porcine valve was extremely difficult, such that it converted a re-operative aortic valve replacement into an aortic root replacement with a subsequent increase in mortality (9). So heinous was the reoperation that it eventually led to the abandonment of the stentless porcine valve as a commonly used viable...
alternative in aortic valve replacement.

The second example is the aortic homograft, which was previously being promoted as an alternative in patients with aortic valve disease, more commonly in the form of a root replacement or occasionally as a subcoronary implant (10,11). Many of these were performed at various high-volume centers throughout the 1990’s, however now 15 to 20 years later, we have come to the realization that the homograft was more of a curse than a blessing in an elective patient. Quite like the experience with the stentless porcine valves, the reoperation to address homograft aortic valve insufficiency or stenosis was considerably challenging and unfortunately with increased morbidity and mortality (12-15). Many of these required complex reoperations and innovative techniques, like the modified Cabrol, creating a highly complicated and morbid procedure that was time consuming and claimed many lives in what otherwise would have been a routine re-operative aortic valve replacement. Surgeons no longer use the homograft for routine aortic valve replacements reserving it only for complex aortic root endocarditis.

We must closely examine the application of TAVR in low and intermediate risk patients and be certain that we are truly doing less harm in the long term, when a thoroughly investigated surgical option already exists. It is worth mentioning that in the modern era, surgical AVR can be performed with excellent results and minimal morbidity, with the option for mechanical valves in younger patients that may last them forever.

In our drive to make this technology more amenable to transfemoral or transsubclavian access, we may well be compromising the durability of the bioprosthesis by attempting to crimp it onto increasingly smaller catheters. This could have a detrimental effect on the biological material and affect the longevity of these prostheses.

Additionally one wonders why there continues to be an active pursuit in the development of newer and more refined surgical aortic valves and sutureless surgical aortic valves. If the research and development should indicate that the TAVR would eventually replace surgical aortic valve replacement, then the need to develop advanced versions of these surgical products would be unnecessary.

There is certainly a definitive role for TAVR in those patients determined to be inoperable or high risk. I caution its role as a routine procedure for intermediate and low risk patients, especially when we consider the known long-term outcomes of surgical aortic valve replacement in these cohorts and the unknown long-term outcomes of TAVR. I wonder if we may be, once again, leaving a legacy of disastrous operations for our younger colleagues in the future, based on our own past experiences.
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